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DSM 5 UpdatesAvailable for Fall 2014 classes, this update version features new content from David

Myers in response to the release of the DSM-5. This new content is integrated into the text without

changing pagination or the structure of the chapters. A special DSM 5 Supplement by the David

Myers is available for Fall 2013 and Spring and Summer 2014 courses.View the Page-Referenced

Guide to the DSM-5 updates for Exploring Psychology in Modules.
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This was a very easy to read textbook. It was just as entertaining as wikipedia surfing, which I found

surprising. The in-book quizzes were more challenging than my actual exams - something I found to

be super helpful.

I rented the hardcover version of this book for my Psychology 101 class. There wasn't any kind of

damage done to the book when I received it. For those out there who might be hesitant to rent the

book thinking it me be damaged, don't worry because the book will come in great condition.

This book is great for anyone who has a interest in psychology.If have no clue about anything

psychological, dont wait for college, buy it today!There are pictures, funny and inspiring quotes, and

constant pop up questions that can help you learn as you read.The layout and language of the book

is helpful, easy, and relatable.I loved using this book for my General Psych class!



Love the loose leaf version. I find working with this type of book more convenient than the regular

book itself

Needed for class, got it at lot less cost the school book store. Very interesting book, kind of pulls you

in to read and the CD for additional work and reference also great. Recommend to lots of students, I

know of several that were satisfied with it.We the (students) need to find places at low cost for

books, and I believe  is one of them, BUT, sometimes takes longer to receive the books on time.

I ordered this knowing that this was a looseleaf textbook that required a binder.I bought it, put it in a

binder, and VIOLA ! I ripped out the first page.So, I did some research and found that Office Depot

does spiral binding and called to double check. (Textbooks up to 3" too!)Now I have a cheap

textbook that I looooooooooooove (:

I got this book for my college freshman psych class and it's wonderful. Makes everything easy to

understand. The only reason I'm giving it 4 stars is because it came in poor packaging and the

corners were bent a little bit. Other than that, it came within a week. Also the hardback version is

cheaper than the paperback so I suggest you go with that.

Worth the money and worth getting  prime, so that I could enjoy the perks of one day shipping on

the cheap. If you need books for school, this is the way to go, just buy a 3 dollar binder, slide it in

and bam! You have a book without a spine and attached cover.
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